
CURVY,  SENSUOUS AND MODERN.
BOTERO - AN ORIGINAL NEW HARDWARE COLLECTION BY WILLIAM HARVEY.

Du Verre Hardware is proud to unveil their latest collaboration of environmentally-
friendly hardware - BOTERO. Designed by the amazing designer and thought leader 
William Harvey, this new collection is subtly inviting - pleasing to the eye and hand. 

Harvey had this to say about his inspiration of the new collection “Designing this collection 
was a journey I followed as my hands slowly sought the essence of new form. After many 
days of work, the sinuous, curvaceous and generous forms slowly emerged from hard wax. 
The forms were then painstakingly honed to a finish that only a dedicated craftsperson can 
achieve. Botero is living form.”  

“To touch it, is to love it!” Gina Lubin, CEO of Du Verre says. “When I got my first proto-
types of the Botero collection in hand, I was so excited. Bill Harvey had shown a sexy, 
sensuous side of himself that I loved immediately. The curves, the beautifully proportioned 
shapes work beautifully. I especially like the 17” pull which is just fantastic!” 

Crafted entirely from recycled aluminum, BOTERO features a small knob, a large knob 
(which also makes a great hook), a 4” pull, a 9” pull and a sensational 17” pull. 
In addition to their well known finishes such as Oil-Rubbed Bronze, Polished Nickel and 
Satin Nickel, BOTERO is also available in White. 

Du Verre Hardware is a leader in quality and original design for contemporary cabinet 
hardware. With an outstanding roster of award winning designers, Du Verre Hardware 
collections are an indispensable resource for design loving consumers and profession-
als alike. Du Verre Hardware can be found in some of the most beautiful interiors being 
created today.

Du Verre Hardware is environmentally friendly. The cabinet hardware is made from 
recycled aluminum and is compatible with LEED objectives. All items are in stock for 
quick shipping. Du Verre ships around the world.

For more information about BOTERO or any of Du Verre Hardware’s other collections 
please contact us at 1-888-388-3773 or www.duverre.com.
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